Teaching with Technology
The Faculty Development Series
“We envision a University in which educational technology and pedagogical scholarship enrich teaching and learning for every student and faculty member.”
Penn State e-Education Council

Penn State Hazleton and Worthington Scranton faculty will have the opportunity to learn about various technology integration tools that can support active and collaborative learning in the classroom. Faculty are encouraged to take advantage of the following Spring sessions to see how technology can support the pedagogy of their classrooms. Follow-up hands-on workshops will be offered during the summer where the IDSs from both campuses will be available to help faculty turn ideas into practical classroom activities and resources.

SESSION 1—Concept Maps and Learning Games
This first session will introduce two different techniques and approaches to teaching and learning. See how concept maps can be used as student assignments and also how learning games can be used in classrooms.
PS WS: Monday 03/01/04 12pm—1pm, Dawson 10
PS HN: Friday 02/27/04 12pm—1pm, Chestnut Cottage Conference Room

SESSION 2—Instructional Uses of Powerpoint
Powerpoint can be much more than just presentation and lecture. See examples of effective slide designs and how Powerpoint can support a more active learning environment.
Friday, 03/19/04 12pm—1pm (PICTEL)
PSU HN: Chestnut Cottage Conference Room
PSU WS: Dawson 10

SESSION 3—Effective Uses of the Internet for Instruction
This discussion will focus on how the Internet can be incorporated into individual and group learning assignments and projects.
Monday, 04/05/04 12pm—1pm (PICTEL)
PSU HN: Chestnut Cottage Conference Room
PSU WS: SLC Conference Room

SESSION 4—Palm Pilot Projects
Matt Bodek, IDS at PSU Delaware, joins us in this PICTEL session where he will discuss recent uses of PDAs in the classrooms at Delaware.
Friday, 04/16/04 12pm—1pm (PICTEL)
PSU HN: Chestnut Cottage Conference Room
PSU WS: Dawson 10